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Recall: Filesystem Inconsistency
Example: system crashes while create /usr/lib/foo
Maybe there's a directory entry for it
… but the inode is still marked as free
/usr/lib:

(bar, #1236)
(foo, #7823)
...

free inumber list:
…
#7820
#7823
#7824
#7825
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Approach #1: Careful Ordering
Sequence operations in a specific order

― Careful design to allow sequence to be interrupted safely

Post-crash recovery
― Read data structures to see if there were any operations in 

progress
― Clean up/finish as needed

Approach taken in FAT, FFS (fsck), and many app-
level recovery schemes (e.g., Word)
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FFS: Create a File
Normal operation:

Allocate data block
Write data block
Allocate inode
Write inode block
Update directory with file name 
-> file number
Update modify time for 
directory
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FFS: Create a File
Normal operation:

Allocate data block
Write data block
Allocate inode
Write inode block
Update directory with file name 
-> file number
Update modify time for 
directory

Recovery: (fsck)

Scan entire inode array

If any unlinked files (not in any 
directory), delete

― Or relink (make up a name)

Compare free block bitmap against 
inode trees
Scan directories for missing 
update/access times

Time proportional to size of disk
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Application Level
Normal operation:

Write name of each open file 
to app folder
Write changes to backup file
Rename backup file to be 
file (atomic operation 
provided by file system)
Delete list in app folder on 
clean shutdown

Recovery:
On startup, see if any 
files were left open
If so, look for backup file
If so, ask user to 
compare versions
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Approach #2: Copy on Write (1)
To update file system, write a new version of the 
file system containing the update

― Never update in place
― Reuse existing unchanged disk blocks

Approach taken in network file server appliances 
(WAFL, ZFS)
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Approach #2: Copy on Write (2)
Seems expensive!  But

― Updates can be batched
― Almost all disk writes can occur in parallel
― Most of cost of write is in seeks, not actual transfer
― Applications often rewrite whole file anyways
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Approach #2: Copy-on-Write (3)
To change a file, make a new copy of the file, 
then change the directory entry
Why is this consistent?

― Assume directory entry has to point to the old version 
or the other

Why is this durable?
― Don't say the operation is done until we've replaced 

the directory entry
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Emulating COW @ user level 
Open/Create a new file foo.v 

― where v is the version #

Do all the updates based on the old foo
― Reading from foo and writing to foo.v
― Including copying over any unchanged parts

Update the link
―link("foo.v", "foo"); /* replace hardlink – 

overwrite file # */
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Emulating COW @ user level 
― Open/Create a new file foo.v 
― Do all the updates based on the old foo
― Update the link (rename()/link())

Does it work?
What if multiple updaters at same time?
How to keep track of every version of file?

― Would we want to do that?
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Creating a New Version

If file represented as a tree of blocks, just need to 
update the leading fringe

Write 

old version new version
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Creating a New Version

If file represented as a tree of blocks, just need to 
update the leading fringe

Write 

old version new version
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ZFS
Variable sized blocks: 512 B – 128 KB
Symmetric tree

― Know if it is large or small when we make the copy

Store version number with pointers
― Can create new version by adding blocks and new pointers

Buffers a collection of writes before creating a new version with 
them 
Free space represented as tree of extents in each block group

― Delay updates to freespace (in log) and do them all when block group 
is activated
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COW with smaller-radix blocks

If file represented as a tree of blocks, just need to 
update the leading fringe

Write 

old version new version
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More General Solutions
Transactions for Atomic Updates

― Ensure that multiple related updates are performed atomically
― i.e., if a crash occurs in the middle, the state of the systems 

reflects either all or none of the updates
― Most modern file systems use transactions internally to update 

the many pieces
― Many applications implement their own transactions

Redundancy for media failures
― Redundant representation (error correcting codes)
― Replication
― E.g., RAID disks



Recall: Transaction
An atomic sequence of actions (reads/writes) on a 
storage system (or database)
That takes it from one consistent state to another

consistent state 1 consistent state 2transaction



Recall: Fast AND Right ???
The concepts related to transactions appear in many 
aspects of systems

― File Systems
― Data Base systems
― Concurrent Programming

Example of a powerful, elegant concept simplifying 
implementation AND achieving better performance.
System behavior is viewed from a particular 
perspective.

― Properties are met from that perspective

Reliability
Performance



Redo Logging
Example: A: Bank of America, W: Wells Fargo
Prepare phase (con't, commit case):

A receives guarantee of commit:
― A writes "transfer $100 from W; <all committed>" to log
― A applies transaction
― A->W: I'll commit, too

W finalizes transaction:
― W writes "<all committed>" to log
― W applies transaction

A crashes before applying 
transaction?



Recall: Redo Logging
Example: A: Bank of America, W: Wells Fargo
Prepare phase (con't, commit case):

A receives guarantee of commit:
― A writes "transfer $100 from W; <all committed>" to log
― A applies transaction
― A->W: I'll commit, too

W finalizes transaction:
― W writes "<all committed>" to log
― W applies transaction

A crashes before applying 
transaction?
Reads log when it is restarted;
reapplies transaction
Called redo logging



Typical Structure With Redo Logging
Begin a transaction – get transaction id
Do a bunch of updates TO THE LOG

― If any fail along the way, roll-back
― Or, if any conflicts with other transactions, roll-back

Commit the transaction TO THE LOG

Actually do the the updates to the non-log version



Typical Structure With Redo Logging
Begin a transaction – get transaction id
Do a bunch of updates TO THE LOG

― If any fail along the way, roll-back
― Or, if any conflicts with other transactions, roll-back

Commit the transaction TO THE LOG

Actually do the the updates to the non-log version

Crash before committing to the 
log?

When rereading log, ignore 
those updates.



Typical Structure With Redo Logging
Begin a transaction – get transaction id
Do a bunch of updates TO THE LOG

― If any fail along the way, roll-back
― Or, if any conflicts with other transactions, roll-back

Commit the transaction TO THE LOG

Actually do the the updates to the non-log versionCrash after committing to the 
log?
When rereading log, redo 
those updates.



Assumptions about the Log
Log can be written in order

― If "Commit Transaction" is present, then previous parts 
of the log – the updates – will be too

Log writes actually complete before we do the real 
updates

― Commit record must always be present if any of the 
updates it would cause are

― Transaction didn't commit → no changes



What do disks actually do?
Partially written sector?

― Error-correcting codes identify → sector read will fail

Write log in order?
― Well, ….
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Recall: Disk Scheduling
Also something controller does (disk controller has 
its own queue)
More criteria to optimize for, like process 
scheduling

― Fairness versus Throughput versus Response Time



What do disks actually do?
Partially written sector?

― Error-correcting codes identify → sector read will fail

Write log in order?
― Well, they might reorder writes, keep them queued

OS needs to tell controller to do writes in 
order

― Wait for confirmation write is actually complete
― Disk controllers have caches + delayed writes!



Transactional File Systems
Better reliability through use of log

― All changes are treated as transactions 
― A transaction is committed once it is written to the log

● Data forced to disk for reliability
● Process can be accelerated with NVRAM

― Although File system may not be updated immediately, data 
preserved in the log

Journaling File System
― Applies updates to system metadata using transactions 

(using logs, etc.)
― Ex: NTFS, Apple HFS+, Linux XFS, JFS, ext3, ext4



Redo Logging
Prepare

― Write all changes (in 
transaction) to log

Commit
― Single disk write to make 

transaction durable

Redo
― Copy changes to disk

Garbage collection
― Reclaim space in log

Recovery
― Read log
― Redo any operations for 

committed transactions
― Garbage collect log



Creating a file (No transaction)
Find free data block(s)
Find free inode entry
Find dirent insertion point

--------------------------
Write map (i.e., mark used)
Write inode entry to point to block(s)
Write dirent to point to inode

Data blocks

Free Space 
map

…

Inode table

Directory
entries



Creating a file (As transaction)
Find free data block(s)
Find free inode entry
Find dirent insertion point

--------------------------
Write map (used)
Write inode entry to point to block(s)
Write dirent to point to inode

Data blocks

Free Space 
map

…

Inode table

Directory
entries

Log in non-volatile storage (Flash or on Disk)

headtail

pendingdone

sta
rt

co
m

m
it



ReDo log 
After Commit
All access to file system first 
looks in log
Eventually copy changes to 
disk

Data blocks

Free 
Space map

…

Inode table

Directory
entries

Log in non-volatile storage (Flash)

headtail

pending

done

st
ar

t

co
m
m
it

tail tail tail tail



Crash during logging - Recover
Upon recovery scan the long
Detect transaction start with 
no commit
Discard log entries

Disk remains unchanged

Data blocks

Free 
Space map

…

Inode table

Directory
entries

Log in non-volatile storage (Flash or on Disk)

headtail

pendingdone

st
ar

t



Recovery After Commit
Scan log, find start
Find matching commit
Redo it as usual

― Or just let it happen later
Data blocks

Free 
Space map

…

Inode table

Directory
entries

Log in non-volatile storage (Flash or on Disk)

headtail

pendingdone

st
ar

t

co
m
m
it



What if had already started writing 
back the transaction ?
Idempotent – the result does not change if the 
operation is repeat several times.
Just write them again during recovery.
Example: 

― Log might say "mark blocks #300-5 as used". Marking 
them as used again will not change anything.



What if the uncommitted transaction 
was discarded on recovery?
Do it again from scratch (maybe)
Nothing on disk was changed

― No partial results – we wrote to the log first



What if we crash again during 
recovery?
Idempotent
Just redo whatever part of the log hasn’t been 
garbage collected



Redo Logging
Prepare

― Write all changes (in 
transaction) to log

Commit
― Single disk write to make 

transaction durable

Redo
― Copy changes to disk

Garbage collection
― Reclaim space in log

Recovery
― Read log
― Redo any operations for 

committed transactions
― Garbage collect log



A Performance Question
Consider creating 100 small files
Which is faster –

― Journaling; or
― Approach #1 – careful ordering

Note: Logging needs to write strictly more!



Performance of Careful Ordering
4 random writes for each of 100 files – free list, 
inode, directory entry, data
Can't reorder writes (disk head optimization – 
SCAN, etc.) – this is how we maintain consistency!
Suppose 5 ms seek time – 100 x 4 x 5 ms = 2 sec 
 



Performance of Logging
4 random writes for each of 100 files – free list, inode, 
directory entry, data
But first write to log – 400 sequential writes of 1 block 
each
@ 100 MB/sec → 400 x 0.04 ms = 6.6 ms
Then the transaction is durable!

 



Performance: Logging v Ordering
Logging: 6.6 ms until durable

Careful ordering: 2000 ms until durable

–
But, wait! Don't we have extra work to apply the 
operations in the log?

― We can do it in the background! User applications don't 
need to wait.

― We can use disk head scheduling for it – less seek times.



Performance
Log written sequentially

― Sometimes kept in flash storage

Asynchronous write back
― Any order as long as all changes are logged before 

commit, and all write backs occur after commit

Can process multiple transactions
― Transaction ID in each log entry
― Transaction completed iff its commit record is in log



Degrees of Durability
Different types of journaling

― Sometimes only metadata operations
― Sometimes metadata and user data

Tradeoff:
― only metadata – logged information smaller
― data – duplicating large writes – worse for performance



Redo Log Implementation
Volatile Memory

Complete

Mixed:
WB Complete

Committed
Uncommitted

Free Free... ...

older newerAvailable for
New Records

Eligible for GC In UseGarbage Collected

Log−head pointer

Log:

Persistent Storage

Log−head pointer Log−tail pointer
Pending write−backs

Writeback



Isolation

Assuming 162 appears only in foo,
what are the possible outcomes of B without transactions?
What if x, y and a,b are disjoint?
What if x == a and y == b?
Must prevent interleaving so as to provide clean semantics….

Process A:
move foo from dir x to dir 

y
mv x/foo y/

Process B:
grep across a and b
 grep 162 a/* b/* > log



headtail

pending sta
rt

co
m

m
it

sta
rt

co
m

m
it

Multiple Transactions in the Log

Two programs creating two files at the same time?
― Don't want to wait for one transaction to finish before 

starting the next



Can we interleave transactions in the 
log?

This is a very subtle question
The answer is “if they are serializable”

― i.e., would be possible to reorder them in series without violating 
any dependences

Deep theory around consistency, serializability, and memory 
models in the OS, Database, and Architecture fields, 
respectively

― A bit more later --- and in the graduate course…

headtail

pending sta
rt

co
m

m
it

sta
rt

co
m

m
it
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Recall: Consistency with TPC
Simplify: One key, initially A
N=2, W=2, R=2
Two clients
Timeline:

― C1 → N1: PREPARE C1:put(X) 
― N1 → C1: VOTE-COMMIT C1:put(X)
― C2 → N1: PREPARE C2:put(Y)
― N1 → C2: VOTE-ABORT C2:put(Y)

So C2 GLOBAL-ABORTs

N1N1 N2

A

C1 C2

A

Why does N1 vote to abort?

Needs to track what it's 
agreed to do. (Locking.)

(pending C1:put(X))



What do we use to prevent 
interleaving?
Locks!
But here we need to acquire multiple locks
What about deadlock?



Locks – in a new form
“Locks” to control access to data
Two types of locks:

― shared (S) lock – multiple concurrent transactions 
allowed to operate on data

― exclusive (X) lock – only one transaction can 
operate on data at a time

S X

S Y N

X N N

Lock
Compatibility
Matrix



Two-Phase Locking (2PL)
1) Each transaction must obtain: 

― S (shared) or X (exclusive) lock on data before reading, 
― X (exclusive) lock on data before writing

2) A transaction can not request additional locks once it 
releases any locks
Thus, each transaction has a “growing phase” followed by 
a “shrinking phase”

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1011121314151617181920
0

1

2

3

4

Time

# Locks Held

Growing
Phase

Shrinking
Phase

Lock Point!

Avoid deadlock
by acquiring locks
in some 
lexicographic order



Transaction Isolation

grep appears either before or after move
Need log/recover AND 2PL to get ACID

Process A:
LOCK x, y
move foo from dir x to dir 

y
mv x/foo y/

Commit and Release x, y

Process B:
LOCK x, y and log
grep across x and y
 grep 162 x/* y/* > log
Commit and Release x, y, log



Serializability
With two phase locking and redo logging, transactions 
appear to occur in a sequential order (serializability)

― Either: grep then move or move then grep
― If the operations from different transactions get interleaved 

in the log, it is because it is OK
● 2PL prevents it if serializability would be violated
● Typically, because they were independent

Other implementations can also provide serializability
― Optimistic concurrency control: abort any transaction that 

would conflict with serializability



Caveat
Most file systems implement a transactional model 
internally

― Copy on write
― Redo logging

Most file systems provide a transactional model for 
individual system calls

― File rename, move, …

Most file systems do NOT provide a 
transactional model for user data



POSIX view of file consistency
Low-level I/O calls occur in a single order

― read()/write()/...
― As if each is a transaction

But no guarantees about data after crash, except...
fsync(filedescriptor)

― low-level I/O call to force data for a particular file to 
disk

― promise: it's durable after this returns





Distributed File Systems

Distributed File System: 
― Transparent access to files stored on a remote disk

You've used one! Your course accounts.
― Log into icluster22 or icluster23 or icluster24 – same files
― They're stored on some big box in ???

Network
Read File

Data
Client Server



Naming Options

Explicit server names:
― fopen("inst-fs.eecs.berkeley.edu:/vol/inst/ff/cs162/foo","r")

Local "mount-point":
― (in some local configuration file) /home/ff inst-fs:/vol/inst/ff
― (then in some C code) fopen("/home/ff/cs162/foo","r")

Global namespace:
―meaningful names, some distributed database

Network
Read File

Data
Client Server



Distributed Naming Goals
Location transparency

― application doesn't know where the data really is
― mount points, global namespace provide this

Migration transparency
― application can access same files if it moves to a 

different machine
― explicit server names, global namespace provide this
― mount points don't in general

(could be different on each machine)



Mount Points
Local name for a filesystem

― Remote or not (e.g. multiple disks, 
inserted USB drive)

Unix way:
― Some filesystem is the root (/)
― Other filesystems appear as ordinary 

directories within the – replacing what 
was in the "real" filesystem

― Part of file name resolution in kernel

Traditional windows way:
― Filesystems appear as "drive-letters"
― C:/foo versus D:/foo

mount
coeus:/sue

mount
kubi:/prog

mount
kubi:/jane



Simple Distributed File System

Remote Disk: Reads and writes forwarded to server
― Use Remote Procedure Calls (RPC) to translate local file system calls into 

remote ones 

Advantage: Completely consistent, easy to implement (if you have RPC)
Problems?  Performance!

― Going over network is slower than going to local memory
― Lots of network traffic – waiting for round-trips!

Client

Server

Read (RPC)

Return (Data)
Client

Write
 (RP

C)

ACK

cache



Server cache
F1:V1F1:V1

Caching to reduce network load
Read (RPC)

Return (Data)
Client

cache

Clients keep a local copy of files
Example: use buffer cache for remote files – just like a local disk
Fast! No network latency for open/read/write/close

F1:V1

read(f1) → V1
read(f1) → V1



Server cache
F1:V1F1:V2

Caching to reduce network load
Read (RPC)

Return (Data)

Write (RPC)

ACK

Client

cache

Client

cache

What happens when someone else writes the file?
― We'll return the wrong version
― … even if they send the write to the server

Many solutions to this problem (later)

F1:V1

F1:V2

read(f1)

write(f1)

→ V1
read(f1) → V1
read(f1) → V1

→ OK

read(f1) → V1

read(f1) → V2



Failures
What if server crashes? Can client wait until server comes back up and continue as 
before?

― Any data in server memory but not on disk can be lost
― Shared state across RPC: What if server crashes after seek? Then, when client does “read”, it 

will fail
― Message retries: suppose server crashes after it does UNIX “rm foo”, but before 

acknowledgment?
● Message system will retry: send it again
● How does it know not to delete it again? (could solve with two-phase commit protocol, but NFS takes a 

more ad hoc approach)

Stateless protocol: A protocol in which all information required to process a request is 
passed with request

― Server keeps no state about client, except as hints to help improve performance (e.g. a cache)
― Thus, if server crashes and restarted, requests can continue where left off (in many cases)

What if client crashes?
― Might lose modified data in client cache

Crash!



Failures
What if server crashes? Can client just retry?
Example: open A, read 100 bytes, [server crash] read 10 bytes

― If the client did the result of the first read, will the second read return bytes 101-110?
― If the client did not  get the result of the first read, will it get bytes 101-200 when it 

retries it?

Example: client runs 'rm foo', doesn't get acknowledgement
― Can the client retry this safely?
― Should it tell the user that the rm failed?

NFS solution: stateless protocol
― Definition: protocol where all information required to process a request is passed in 

the request
― Choose operations such that server doesn't need to remember anything
― Example: server doesn't remember file positions for clients

Crash!



Network File System (NFS)
POSIX filesystem interface to applications:

― open, read, write, close + file descriptors

Kernel uses virtual file system (VFS) layer to dispatch 
calls to local filesystem or NFS service layer
NFS server layer makes RPC calls to NFS server

― maintains local state about open files

Some caching
― More later

 



NFSv2 RPC calls (subset)
LOOKUP(filename) → file ID (file #)

GETATTR(file ID) → metadata (size, owner, 
etc.)

READ(file ID, offset, length) → data

WRITE(file ID, data, offset) → data

CREATE(filename, metadata) → file ID

REMOVE(filename) → success or failure



Local state for NFS
Map file descriptor → (server name, file ID, offset)

― maintained by clients
― servers only see file IDs + offsets

Don't need to recover this state on failure
― "Fate sharing"
― Application that needs it will crash anyways



Retry on Failure + Idempotency
Client's strategy when server goes down:

― Retry until it works

Note: it may have already happened
Need idempotency – doing it twice is the 
same as doing it once

― Example: repeating WRITE(file ID, data, offset) 
doesn't change anything – overwrite the data with the 
same data



Tricky Cases for Idempotency
REMOVE(filename) → success or failure

― What if the file already deleted, but reply is lost
― Retrying won't change anything – but will "fail"
― One (unsatisfying) solution: ignore failures ("advisory")



Caching in NFS
Write-through:

― Server always has latest version of the file

For reads:
― Client checks for changes whenever file is opened
― Client polls periodically for changes (3-30 seconds)



Client polls server periodically to check for changes
― Every 3-30 seconds
― Use old version until timeout

―

cache
F1:V2

Server

ACK

Client

cache

Client

cache

F1:V1

F1:V2

F1:V2

NFS Cache (in)consistency

F1 still ok?
No: (F1:V2)



Caching in NFS
Write-through:

― Server always has latest version of the file

For reads:
― Client polls periodically for changes (3-30 seconds)

This allows inconsistencies!
― NFS's decision: files usually aren't shared close in 

time, so it's okay



Why no invalidation?
Couldn't server tell clients that the file changed?

― Yes – but that's not stateless
― Dealing with crashes is a lot more complicated
― May hurt server performance – need to track all 

cached files of each client "just in case"



Example: Start with file contents = “A”

Cache (In)consistency

Read: gets A

Read: parts of A or B

Write B

Write C

Read: parts of B or CClient 1:
Client 2:
Client 3: Read: parts of B or C

Time
Ideal view: As if single core system

― Reads and writes apparently occurred in a single order
― Always read all of the last-written version

NFS view:
― 30 second window where reads do not return latest version
― Overlapping writes mixed arbitrarily – may read parts of multiple versions
― Multiple files: May read some files as more up-to-date than others 



Example: Start with file contents = “A”

Cache (In)consistency

Read: gets A

Read: parts of A or B

Write B

Write C

Read: parts of B or CClient 1:
Client 2:
Client 3: Read: parts of B or C

Time
Not even the same parts –

― Depends when during read (if ever) client 1 learns about 
C's write



Andrew File System (1)
Andrew File System (AFS, late 80’s) → DCE DFS 
(commercial product)
Callbacks: Server records who has copy of file

― On changes, server immediately tells all with old copy
― No polling (periodic checking)

Means the server is not stateless
― If server goes down, it needs to relearn who has a copy 

of the file
― How? Asks every client. 



Andrew File System (2)
Write through on close()

― Updates visible to other clients only after the file is 
closed

― Only write whole files

Applications don't see updates until they reopen 
file

― Client decides which version then

→ Result: never see "parts of B and "C"



Andrew File System (3)
Data cached on local disk of client as well as 
memory

― Cache can be huge – lots of cache hits
― On open with a cache miss (file not on local disk):

● Get file from server, set up callback with server 
― On write followed by close:

● Send copy to server; tells all clients with copies to fetch new 
version from server on next open (using callbacks)



Implementation of NFS



Enabling Factor: Virtual Filesystem 
(VFS)

VFS: Virtual abstraction similar to local file system
― Provides virtual inodes, files, etc.
― Compatible with a variety of local and remote file systems

VFS allows the same system call interface to be used for different types of file 
systems

― Common parts of the system call interface (name resolution, permission checking, file 
descriptors, caching) not implemented again for each kind of filesystem

In Linux, “VFS” stands for “Virtual Filesystem Switch”



VFS: Common File Model in Linux

Four primary object types for VFS:
― superblock object: represents a specific mounted filesystem
― inode object: represents a specific file (or directory)
― dentry object: represents a directory entry
― file object: represents open file associated with process

May need to fit the model by faking it
― Example: make it look like directories are files
― Example: make it look like have inodes, superblocks, etc.



Linux VFS

An operations object is contained within each primary object 
type to set operations of specific filesystems

― “super_operations”: methods that kernel can invoke on a specific 
filesystem, i.e. write_inode() and sync_fs().

― “inode_operations”: methods that kernel can invoke on a specific 
file, such as create() and link()

― “dentry_operations”: methods that kernel can invoke on a specific 
directory entry, such as d_compare() or d_delete()

― “file_operations”: methods that process can invoke on an open 
file, such as read() and write()

write() sys_write() filesystem’s
write method

user-space VFS filesystem physical
media



Summary: Distributed File Systems
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